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Press Release 

Additional order for Brenner Base Tunnel  

Contract awarded for lot “H53 Pfons-

Brenner” 
 

Vienna, 04.04.2023 – This is the largest construction lot in Austrian history: The construction company BBT SE has 

awarded the contract for the construction of the Pfons-Brenner tunnel section to a consortium of  

PORR Bau GmbH and Graz-based MARTI GmbH and MARTI Tunnel AG. The contract is worth EUR 959m. 

“We are delighted to be tackling this project of the century with our partner MARTI”, said PORR CEO Karl-Heinz 

Strauss. “The Brenner Base Tunnel is a key response to the core issue of mobility that Europe needs to address”.  

Its far-reaching expertise in tunnelling enabled PORR to win out with the best bid in the tender process. Strauss adds: 

“We have reorganised our team and will now complete this section quickly. As a link between Austria and Italy, the 

Brenner Base Tunnel needs to play its key part in the European transport network as soon as possible”. 

Full speed ahead through the mountains 

The construction of the Pfons-Brenner section (lot H53) will take around six years. The scope of the contract includes 

two single-track main tunnel tubes with a total length of 25.2 km. The PORR - MARTI consortium will use two tunnel 

boring machines (TBMs) as well as blasting. The TBMs have an excavation diameter of 10.37 m, allowing them to cover 

a distance of up to 30 m per day. In addition to the main tunnels, another 3.6 km of exploratory and cross-cut tunnels 

are planned.  

The new contract is not PORR’s only construction lot for the Brenner Base Tunnel: The company is also building the 

approximately 600-metre-long link between the tunnel and Innsbruck’s main railway station through the Sill Gorge 

with construction lot H21. Completion of the Sill Gorge section is planned for 2024.  
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Facts and figures at a glance: 

Project type: Tunnelling, specialist civil engineering 

Scope of services: Construction of two main tunnel tubes with a total length of 25.2 km plus an additional 

3.6 km of tunnel sections and all inner linings 

Client: BBT SE  

Contractor: PORR Bau GmbH, MARTI GmbH, MARTI Tunnel AG 

Project duration: 70.5 months 

Contract volume: EUR 959m (consortium) 
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Construction work on the Pfons-Brenner section will take around six years © SCHNITTRAUM 
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The press release including high-resolution images is available for download from the PORR Newsroom. 

 

About the PORR Group  

Top performance driven by innovation – that is what PORR has embodied for more than 150 years. With around 20,000 

employees and production output of about EUR 6.2 bn (business year 2022), PORR is one of the largest construction 

companies in Austria and among the top players in Europe. As a full-service provider, PORR offers every aspect of 

building construction, civil engineering and infrastructure construction across the entire value chain. The focus is on 

the home markets of Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Romania. PORR also 

works in selected international project markets such as Norway, UK, UAE and Qatar. The PORR share is listed in the 

prime market segment of the Vienna Stock Exchange. 
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Milena Ioveva 

Company Spokesperson 

PORR AG 

T +43 50 626 1763 
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